REQUIRED PERMIT DRAWINGS

February 2016

Your package must include the following diagrams/maps on 8 1/2" X 11" paper (select those which are applicable to your project):

A general location map showing the following:
1. shoreline location and waterway name
2. location of project
3. nearest street or road
4. nearest intersection or landmark
5. nearest city or town
6. north arrow

A plan view drawing* depicting:
1. site plans superimposed over waters on the site
2. property lines
3. existing shoreline / ordinary high water mark
4. wetland boundary
5. length of shoreline between property lines
6. distance between structures and waterway
7. existing structures
8. existing fills in waters
9. dimensions of proposed structures
10. dimensions of proposed fill
11. dredge zone dimensions
12. location of dredge material disposal site
13. north arrow
14. direction of water flow

A cross section drawing* depicting:
1. existing bottom contours of the waterbody
2. proposed bottom contours of the waterbody
3. ordinary high water mark
4. top of bank or bluff
5. slope of bank or bluff
6. vertical height of bank or bluff
7. existing structures
8. proposed structures
9. substrate material
10. existing fills
11. proposed fill
12. type and source of fill
13. dredge depth

* More than one drawing may be required depending on the complexity of the project. For example separate existing and proposed drawings may be needed for clarity.